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Foundation Analysis and Certification  
For Vertical Additions (pop tops) Guidance 

City Code Chapter 10-138(3)c.  
 

For vertical additions (pop-tops), section 10-138(3)c requires an analysis of the structural 
stability of the existing building’s foundation. This only applies to City Basin Floodplains 
where the value of the addition is not being counted toward calculation of substantial 
improvement. A recommended report outline is shown below and an example of a previously 
approved report is attached for reference.  

 
EXAMPLE REPORT STRUCTURE 

[Date]  
 

[Name] 
[Address] 
 

RE: Foundation Analysis for vertical addition at 1111 Main Street, Fort Collins, CO 
 

Background 
� Why are you doing the report 
� Brief description of the project 
� Applicable City Code, i.e. Chapter 10-138(3)c of City Code requires the foundation analysis 
� Name, title and credentials of person inspecting foundation 
� Date of inspection 
 

Existing Building Description 
� Age, number of stories 
� Foundation description (materials, type, dimensions, fenestrations, condition, basement or 

crawl space etc….) 
� Location in relation to the regulatory floodplain 
� Name of regulatory floodplain, level of risk, and Base Flood Elevation (BFE) 
� Local drainage description around building 
 

Technical Analysis 
� List assumptions 
� Describe existing condition velocity and depth of flood waters 
� Calculations of lateral pressure and hydrodynamic loading for 3 conditions; (1) 

hydrodynamic velocity impact only, (2) hydrostatic depth only, and (3) velocity and depth 
combined. 

 

Conclusions 
� Summary of conclusions 
� Summary of compliance with City Code 
 

Recommendations for Certification 
� Improvements that must be made to support addition or statement 

indicating existing foundation is adequate to handle the addition.  
 

Attachments  
1. Calculations 
2. Supporting documentation and analysis 
3. Site or building photos 

Engineer’s Stamp 
Signature 
And Date 



Robinson Etigi neeri ng, I iic (970) 217-4960

105 South Meidrum Street #4 P() Box 2459, Fort Collins, Colorado 80522

November 9. 2006
City of Fort Col Ii ‘is Stoni, Waler Division

and
Steve Joscphs
Craftsmen Builders
319 East Magnolia Street
Fort Collins, CO 80523

RE: Review of Storm Water FloodinlL— Foundation Issues, t, Fort Collins,
Colorado, 80521.

Dear Sirs.

My office was asked to revicw the effects of the established 100 year Iloodplain flow prcssures on the residence at
Strect specifically with regard to a proposed 211 story addition. I have been on sitc and visually

inspcctccl the lounoation of the homc to assess the structural appropriateness of the foundation for the added
structural loads.

The home is a traditional I —story home built in 1924 over a concrete basement. The basement walls arc
nominally 8” thick and approximately 7’ tall with the slab of the basement floor is approximately 4.5’ below the
final grade. Based on the age of the home and typical construction practice in Fort Collins in the mid-1920s it is
assumed that (lie basement walls are non—reinforced of good quality concrete (likely F’ of 4000 to 4500 psi).
There exist several widow openings of approximately 30” width in the foundation walls.

Load Definition:
The flow pressure For [his location is derived from the “Summary of Results for the Old Town Floodplain
Analysis” and “100-Year Floodplain Map” supplied by (he city of Fort Collins. Using the floodplain map
elevations while on site. I estimated the sidewalk in front of the home to be 5016.0’. The lot is relatively flat with
a slight positive grade away from the home, generally draining south east towards Magnolia Street. My assessment
is the lowest point of grade on the foundation is 5016.1’. Please keep in mind that (lie elevations mentioned arc
reasonable estimates, not survey data. The cross section 6296 appears approximately 100’ west of the structure
while cross section 6120 is directly in front of the structure. As the structure is at the edge of the cross section, the
maximum fluid pressure and water depth would most likely be between the two gradients. While (lie data for both
cross sections were similar, I chose to use the 6296 data as most representative. From the data supplied. I have
interpreted the max 100-year flood velocity lobe 6.1 fps, the maximum water surface elevation of 5017.6’ for this
home. In simplified terms, this exerts a maximum water depth of 1.5’ above grade with a 6,1 fps velocity against
the foundation. The water pressures would be exerted entirely on either the concrete walls or window openings,
from the estimated grade level of 4.5’ above the interior slab to maximum water surface elevation 6’ above the
slab.

The summary page illustrates the three lateral pressure cases I considered in assessing the affects of the flood flow.
The three cases arc 1) just the lateral pressure from the flood flow. 2) typical lateral pressures exerted from
saturated soils and 3) combined lateral pressures from saturated soils and flood flow. With (lie flood flow data
being a water depth and associated velocity, I used Euler’s equation often known as the Bernoulli Equation. With
reasonable assumptions and simplifications. the equation can be presented as

= Pc + PVe

Where P is the pressure at any level on the foundation wall. p. is (lie pressure on the wall based on water depth. V2
pV02 is the pressure on the wall based on flood water velocity with p as density and V as velocity.

To summarize, I determined the pressure from the flood flow to be 35 psf on vertical surface area with pressure as
a result of depth varying from zero at the fluid surface to 93 psf at the grade. For Case I. at maximum flood levels
this creates a pressure of 35 psI at (lie water surface and 128 psf at grade. This represents the load case of a flood
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with only several inches of saturated soil below grade. For case hvo, I modeled saturated soils with no lateral flood
pressures. I used 35 pcI equivalent fluid pressure to analyze the foundation wall typical in foundation wall design
for new Structures. Ihis is a common ‘aliie oflcn used for current design for “Old [own” properties. For this load.
the lateral pressure would bc ,.cro at the grade level increasing to 158 psI at the base of the Foundation wall. This
represents a situation were the soil is saturated from grade height to (he full depth of the foundation. The final
case I considered was Flood pressurcs added to lateral loads from fully saturated soils. This case is slightly more
harsh than simply combining the pressures from case I and case 2 as the saturated soil pressure is govcrncd by tlìe
water surface depth. The resulting pressures were 35 psI at the water surface changing linearly to 128 psf at grade
height then decreasing to 52 psI at the grade height increasing linearh to 209 psf at the foundation wall base. Mv
Summary Page” illustrates the three load cases at the top of the page.

Analysis Summary:
For each load case. I determined (he moment in the foundation wall due to the lateral pressures defined in each
load case. A structural ana1sis output is included for each of the three load cases. The max moment for each load
case was 2376 in-lbs. 4152 in-lbs and 838% in-lbs lbr Cases 1. 2 and 3 respectfully. Using the relationship of
0=MIc where (I is stress at an extreme fiber, M is the moment iii the wall and c is (lie distance from the iiutral axis
to (lie eXtreme fiber. I also have included two other notes pages to show my progression of thought for the
analysis.

(For this. I used a program typically used to analyses wood structures. Please realize that this is an analysis tool
that I am ver familiar vi0i, have a high degree of confidence in defining load application and that I only used it
for moment analysis, not material stresses. Any structural analysis software can produce similar results. Bending
moment is not dependent on specific material properties.)

Since concrete is strong in compression but weak in tension, the tensile stress is the governing issue. The
associated tensile stress would be 59’l psi. 103% psi and 2097 psi for Cases 1. 2 and 3. One additional issue is the
axial load from (he structure reduces the tensile stress. I determined the structure weight applies 85 psi to the top
of the vall so the tensile stresses would reduce to 510 psi. 953 psi and 2012 psi for each of the load cases.

Good quality concrete typically has a ratio of the tensile capacity being no more than 15% of the F’ compressive
strength. Using the tensile stresses, one can calculate what compressive strength the concrete would need to be to
function at that load. For Cases I, 2 and 3 the required F’ would be 3400 psi. 6354 psi and 13413 psi. Compare
these F’ values to approximately 4000 psi.

Interpretation of the analysis results:
The analysis indicates several issues. Firsi. if the soils are not saturated, the defined load conditions would load
the concrete wall in bending to approximately 85% of its estimated capacity. This would indicate that the wall
could withstand the flood pressures alone. Second, without the flood loading, if the soils were fully saturated, the
wall would be at 159% of its estimated capacity. This would indicate that the wall could fail if a water source fully
saturated the soil. This is (pically (lie governing factor in current foundation design that requires installation of
vertical rebar. This type of loading is rarely experienced unless there is a water line failure, water compaction of
fill or sustained water collection against the foundation. Third. if the soil was fully saturated and experienced the
flood loading, the w’all would be at 336% capacity.

Interestingly, the wall is capable of withstanding flood loads with dry soils but fails the current tpical design
criteria for saturated soils with or without (lie flood loads. This illustrates wh typical current design of concrete
foundations require vertical rebar. At (lie same time. it iLlustrates that current design criteria is somewhat aboc
and beyond the locally imposed loads.

As an engineer, it is my opinion. given the di’v environ mciii. that most foundations in “Old Town” rarely
experience fully saturated soils. Ha ing both grown up and worked in “Old Tow ii” Fort Collins. I ha e obsen ed
the soils are tvpicalh “dry” condition 6” below grade and lower The runes I have seen saturated soils hae
obvious water sources, such as ditch seepage or water line leakage. Most cxca :itions are 90 degree cuts.
perpendicular to grade surface. ith ob iously stable soil. Keep in mind that to deepl saturate inan soils b rain
takes a long time. After the initial surfacc laer beconies saturated. most added water distributes latcrall on the
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surface. lii this case with the dry environment. I believe the likelihood of the soils becoiniit dceply saturated prior

to a flood is very tuittinial.

The home has a history of 85 ycars of what appears to be acceptable performance even with a number of know

local heavy rain storms. There exist no indications of prcvious problems or repairs. This would indicate the home
in its preseni state performs adequately resisting the local site lateral loads and past levels of soil saturation. The

proposed vertical addition adds approximately 35% additional structure weight, reasonably well distributed to the
structure periiiictcr. This added weight aciually improves [he bending resistance of the wall by slightly due to the

added initial compression stress prior to addition of short term tension stress front lateral loads. The increase is

small, about 200 plC added load, distributed over the width of the 8” wall, really only adds 16—17 ph. At the same
time, it is an improvement. The added vertical structure weight will in essence slightly improve the existing
foundation components ability to withstand induced lateral loads.

It is my opinion, as a structural engineer, having structurally reviewed the addition plans for this home and having
reviewed the present floodplain criteria, that the addition will have no detrimental effect on the existing

foundation’s ability to resist lateral toads and that the foundation is capabte of resisting the loads imposed by the
flood design criteria given an initial non—saturated soil.

Other recommendations:
Having looked at the site with regard to flood issues, there are a couple of suggestions I would like lo make. 1)

Given the flat nature of the lot, and the fact that the top of the foundation is approximately 2.5 feet above existing

grade. it would be prudent to increase the surrounding soil grade height against the foundation 6”—g” to allow a
positive surface How (6—lt)%) away from the home for a distance of 5’—6’. 2) Sonic care should be taken to ensure

the w’indow welt for the egress window is extended to several incites above the final grade. If grade level is added

to the point of being above the bottom of the existing window, care should be taken to protect those windows also.

Please call if there are further questions.

YYie inspection and comments in this letter a,’e specilic items as pesunted and in no w’oj’ imply a ce,’tljication or complete inspection oftlu

structure, its systems or site mm.’ork a liability is assiii;ied “or ‘b?,i,e loss o[i’alumi, ,mwrketabiliry or any other loss clumnis.

Sincerely. (.

Civil / Siructtu’al Engineer

File: Craftsmen 11-08-06 FP Job Reference: 6-061
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Robinson Engineering, Inc.
105 S. Meidrum, Unit #4
Fort Collins, Colorado 80521
(970) 217-4960 office I (970) 482-6776 fax
gcrobinsori@juno.com

Project:

Date: if, (J()J
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•4’jj17jfjf FNL) Wall Simularion best quick tool -just tiuld flow

1J.fl,,,isi’(i 2, iI.,I I(,,,(i’ 1 314” x 9 114” 1 .9E Microllam© 1_.VL
IJsei ‘ 10/1 (I20UI 2 (11 1) I’M

pn ii nigim’ v’nsi S :o, /1 THIS PRODUCT MEETS OR EXCEEDS THE SET DESIGN
CONTROLS FOR THE APPLICATION AND LOADS LISTED

-...---—.-7_ 3•—------’
PiodicT fliaji am is icepIual.

LOADS:
Analysis is for a Drop Beam Member. Tributary Load Width: 1’
Primary Load Group - Residential- Living Areas (pst): 40.0 Live at 100 % duration 20.0 Dead
Vertical Loads:
Type Class Live Dead Location Application Comment

Uniform(plf) Wind(1 .60) 1 .0 1.0 0 To 4’ 7 1/2” Replaces

Tapered(plt) Wind(i .60) 128.0 To 35.0 1.0 To 1.0 4’ 7 112’ To 6’ 11/2” Replaces

Uniforrn(plf) Wind(1 .60) 1 0 1.0 6’ 1112” To 7’ 3” Replaces

SUPPORTS:
Input Bearing Vertical Reactions (Ibs) Detail Other
Width Length LivelDeadlUpliftlTotal

1 Stud wall 1.50” 1.50” 37 /20 /0/57 Li: Blocking Custom Blocking

2 Stud wall 1.50” iSO” 91/20/0 liii Li: Blocking Custom Blocking

-See U SPECIFIER’S I BUILDERS GUIDE for detail(s): Li: Blocking

DESIGN CONTROLS:
Maximum Design Control Control Location

-105 4921 Passed (2%) RI end Span I under Wind loading

Moment (Ft-Lbs) 198 Span I under Wind loading

ive Load Deft (in) 0.007 0.242 Passed (L/999÷) MID Span 1 under Wind loading
Total Load Detl (in) 0.009 0.363 Passed (Li999+) MID Span 1 under Wind loading v7 —!(o11’T ,4’r(5_

-DeflectIon CriterIa: STAN DAR D(LL:Ll360,TL:L/240).
-Bracing(Lu): All compression edges (top and bottom) must be braced at 7’ 3” olc unless detailed otherwise. Proper attachment and positioning of lateral
bracing is required to achieve member stability.

ADDITIONAL NOTES:
-IMPORTANTl The analysis presented is output from software developed by Trus Joist (TJ). TJ warrants the sizing of its products by this software will be
accomplished in accordance with TJ product design criteria and code accepted design values. The specific product application, input design loads, and
stated dimensions have been provided by the software user. This output has not been reviewed by a TJ Associate.
-Not all products are readily available. Check with your supplier or TJ technical representative for product availability.
-THIS ANALYSIS FOR TRUS JOIST PRODUCTS ONLY! PRODUCT SUBSTITUTION VOIDS THIS ANALYSIS.
-Allowable Stress Design methodology was used for Building Code BC analyzing the TJ Distribution product listed above.
-CAUTION: Floor loads were applied simultaneously with Wind loads during analysis.

PROJECT INFORMATION: OPERATOR INFORMATION:

Geoff Robinson

Robinson Engineering

P0 Box 2459
Fort Collins, CO 80522-2459
Phone: (970) 217-4960
Fax : (970) 482-6776
gcrobinsonjuno.com

‘yrq(nl IO(( /y Tl,i.. 1,,i I, ‘

Il/ri. (I /, a r,’iin-,c.,’ri Ir,’I’.rnani , (‘Inn. ,;,i:.
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&) LNI) JVall SuTluluriori - best quii:k tool — saturated soil only

AX&yirIr.icii.c, Irisiiin
T.I I

:1401 I’M 1 314” x 9 114” 1 .9E McroIIaniQ LVL
Pu0c 1 I nqtc. Vcsic,,, S /1

THIS PRODUCT MEETS OR EXCEEDS THE SET DESIGN
CONTROLS FOR THE APPLICATION AND LOADS LISTED

r
1

Pi edtic fliaqi am i Cnceptual.

LOADS:
Analysis is for a Drop Beam Member. Tributary Load Width: 1’
Primary Load Group - Residential - Living Areas (psf): 40.0 Live at 100% duration, 20.0 Dead
Vertical Loads:
Type Class LIve
Tapered(plf) Wind(i .60) 157.0 To 0.0

Uniform(plI) Wind(i .60) 1.0
Urilform(pIt) Wind(i .60) 1.0

SUPPORTS:
Other

Li: Blocking Custom Blocking

Li: Blocking Custom Blocking

-See TJ SPECIFIER’S I BUILDERS GUIDE for detail(s): Li: Blocking

DESIGN CONTROLS: 5/rpur
Maximum Design Control Control Location

Sh (lbs) 174 4921 Passed (4%) LI end Span I under Wind loading

8963 Passed (4%) MID Span I under Wind loadingMoment (Ft-Lbs)

MID Span 1 under Wind loading /2’,,-r_ ,4,..i 4c•1Jc f 5Total Load DefI (in) 0.016 0.363 Passed (L1999+) MID Span 1 under Wind loading

-Deflection Criteria: STANDARD(LL:L1360,TL:L1240).
-Bracing(Lu): All compression edges (top and bottom) must be braced at 7’ 3” o/c unless detailed otherwise. Proper attachment and positioning of lateral
braoing is required to achieve member stability.

ADDITIONAL NOTES:
-IMPORTANT! The analysis presented is output from software developed by Trus Joist (Ti). Ti warrants the sizing of its products by this software will be
accomplished in accordance with TJ product design criteria and code accepted design values. The specific product application, input design loads, and
stated dimensions have been provided by the software user. This output has not been reviewed by a TJ Associate.
-Not all products are readily available. Check with your supplier or TJ technical representative for product availability.
-THIS ANALYSIS FOR TRUS JOIST PRODUCTS ONLY! PRODUCT SUBSTITUTION VOIDS THIS ANALYSIS.
-Allowable Stress Design methodology was used for Building Code BC analyzing the TJ Distribution product listed above.
-CAUTION: Floor loads were applied simultaneously with Wind loads during analysis.

PROJECT INFORMATION: OPERATOR INFORMATION:

Geoff Robinson
Robinson Engineering

P0 Box 2459
Fort CoWns, CO 80522- 21.59
Phone: (970) 21 7-496C
Fax : (970) 482-5776
gcrabinsonluno corn

Dead Location Application Comment

1.0 To 1.0 0 To 47 1/2’ Replaces

1.0 471/2’ To 61 1/2’ Replaces

1.0 6’ 1112” To 7’ 3’ Replaces

Input Bearing Vertical Reactions (Ibs) Detail
Width Length LivelDeadIUpliftITotaI

1 Stud wall 1.50” 1.50” 286/20/01 306

2 Stud wall 1.50” 1.50” 79/2010199

-, I .i W ‘,..
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FND Wall Sirnularion - best quick tool

A ‘I,crii.wr,scr iIlM,i[XS

.1,1 S,iI iiiiiiii,,i ,‘flI’II I
II,(r 2 liJIliW2ilf)ii 2ii2M I’M I 314” x 9 114” 1 9E McroIIam® LVL
Paqe 1 r nçjni’ Vc,io,i 1 2I, 11

THIS PRODUCT MEETS OR EXCEEDS THE SET DESIGN
CONTROLS FOR THE APPLICATION AND LOADS LISTED

It Ii

LOADS:
Analysis is for a Drop Beam Member. Tributary Load Width: 1,
Primary Load GroLip - Residential- Living Areas (pst: 40.0 Live at 100% duration, 20.0 Dead
Vertical Loads:
Type

Tapered(plf)

Tapered(plf)

Uniform(plf)

SUPPORTS:

Pioduct fliagiam i Conceptual.

Vertical Reactions (Ibs) Detail
LivelDead/LJpHftITotal

484/20/0/504

243120101263

Other

urPT OJt

PROJECT INFORMATION: OPERATOR INFORMATION:

Geoff Robinson

Robinson Engineering

P0 Box 2459
Fort Collins, CO 80522-2459
Phone: (970) 217-4960
Fax : (970) 482-6776
gcrobinson@juno.com

Class Live Dead

Wind(1 .60) 209.0 To 520 1.0 To 1.0

Wind(i .60) 128.0 To 35.0 1.0 To 1.0

Wind(1 .60) 1.0 1.0

Location Application

0 To 47 1/2” Replaces

47 1/2 To 61 112” Replaces

61 1/2’ To 7’ 3’ Replaces

Comment

Input Bearing
Width Length

1 Stud wall 1.50’ 1.50”

2 Studwall 1.50” 1.50”

-See TJ SPECIFIER’S / BUILDERS GUIDE for detail(s): Li: Blocking

DESIGN CONTROLS:

Li: Blocking Custom Blocking

Li: Blocking Custom Blocking

Maximum Design Control Control Location

Shear (Ibs) 504 325 4921 Passed (7%) Li end Span 1 under Wind loading

(oment (Ft-Lbs) 699 8963 Passed (8%) MID Span I under Wind loading

Live Load Uëfl (in) 0.033 0.242 Passed (L!999+) MID Span 1 under Wind loading
Total Load DefI (in) 0.035 0.363 Passed (L1999+) MID Span i under Wind loading

r1Op1E1J-1

-Deflection Cnteria: STANDARD(LL:L1360,TL:L1240).
-Bracing(Lu): All compression edges (top and bottom) must be braced at 7’ 3” o/c unless detailed otherwise. Proper attachment and positioning of lateral
bracing is required to achieve member stability.

ADDITIONAL NOTES:
-IMPORTANTI The analysis presented is output from software developed by Trus Joist (TJ). TJ warrants the sizing of its products by this software will be
accomplished in accordance with TJ product design criteria and code accepted design values. The specific product application, input design loads, and
stated dimensions have been provided by the software user. This output has not been reviewed by a TJ Associate.

-Not all products are readily available. Check with your supplier or TJ technical representative for product availability.

-THIS ANALYSIS FOR TRUS JOIST PRODUCTS ONLY! PRODUCT SUBSTITUTION VOIDS THIS ANALYSIS.

-Allowable Stress Design methodology was used for Building Code IBC analyzing the TJ Distribution product listed above.

-CAUTION: Floor loads were applied simultaneously with Wind loads during analysis.
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Robinson Engineering, Inc. Project (- 3ç’ (105 S. Meldrum, Unit #4
Fort Collins Colorado 80521 Date: 2
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Robinson Engineering, Inc.
105 S. Meldrum, Unit #4
Fort Collins, Colorado 80521
(970) 217-4960 office! (970) 482-6776 fax
gcrobinsonjunocom
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